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MEANS FOR REGULATING THE EXPRESSION OF MECHANCAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, 
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Application filed August 21, 1903, Serial No. 170,362, (No model.) 

To all whon, it may concern: 
Beit known that I, ROBERT W. PAN, a citi 

Zen of the United States, residing at New York, 
in the county of New York and State of New 
York, have invented new and useful Improve 
ments in Means for Regulating the Expres 
sion of Mechanical Musical Instruments, of 
which the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to improved means 

for regulating the expression of mechanical 
musical instruments—that is to say, improved 
means whereby, according to the will of the 
performer, such instrument shall produce, for 
example, forte (loud) or mezzo-forte (medium 
loud) or piano (soft) or pianissimo (very soft) 
expression in an efficient satisfactory man 
ner and with good technique. Other modul 
lations between forte and pianissimo or other 
wise may be provided for by an extension of 
the idea expressed in this invention, as here 
inafter described. 
The invention is intended for use particu 

larly, though not exclusively, in mechanical 
piano-players, and while the invention will be 
hereinafter referred to with particular refer 
ence to such mechanical piano-players it will 
be understood that the invention is not by rea 
son thereof restricted to such use, the illus 
trated example and description being directed 
merely as the statute requires to the best 
known embodiment of the invention. 
By this invention I provide a means for 

regulating or controlling the expression that 
has been found practical, efficient, and emi 
nently satisfactory. 
To the end stated the invention resides in 

the novel combination and arrangement of ele 
ments hereinafter described, and set forth in 
the claims. 

In the accompanying drawings, illustrating 
the preferred embodiment of my invention, 
Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of so much 
of a mechanical musical instrument (in this 
instance shown as an automatic piano-player) 
as necessary to illustrate my invention. Fig. 
2 is an elevation showing the series of selec 
tively-operable exhausters and their coöper 
ative relation to the selecting-gate. Fig. 3 is 
a sectional view illustrating one of the series 

of exhausters expanded and the adjacent cor 
related elements. Fig. 4 is a face view of the 
grid-like box or casing in which the selecting 
and rewinding gates operate, showing the ar 
rangement of the passages therein. Fig. 5 is 
a horizontal sectional view of Said box or cas 
ing and the selecting and rewinding gates op 
eratively arranged therein. Fig. 6 is an ele 
vation of the rewinding-gate. Fig. 7 is a simi 
lar view of the selecting-gate. Fig. 8 is a dia 
grammatic view illustrating the series of se 
lectively-operable exhausters of different ten 
sion and a grid-like box or casing with the 
Selecting and rewinding gates therein, the 
ports of the exhausters and the ports of the 
grid-like box or casing being connected, for 
Sake of graphic illustration, by pipes or con 
duits. Fig. 9 is a detail perspective view of 
one of the valves with which those of the se 
ries of exhausters which will be hereinafter 
termed supplemental” exhausters are pro 
vided. Fig. 10 is a sectional view of such 
valve. 

In the following specification a description 
of the best-known embodiment of my inven 
tion-to wit, that adapted for operation in a 
mechanical musical-instrument player organ 
ized on the vacuum or exhaust system-will 
be referred to, without, however, restricting 
the invention to such particular embodiment, 
because said invention resides in the improved 
means for regulating or modifying the expres 
sional function of automatic musical instru 
ments, whether embodied in an automatic mu 
sical-instrument player or otherwise and 
whether embodied in an instrument of the 
vacuum or exhaustion or pressure system. 

In the said drawings the reference-numeral 
1 designates the usual or any suitable tracker 
board, and 2 a perforated music-sheet which 
is caused to operatively pass said tracker 
board-for example, from a roll 3 to a roll 4 
as shown. The ducts of the tracker-board 
communicate in any suitable manner, as by 
means of flexible tubes 5, with an action-box 
6, (which may be of any approved or known 
construction,) that has independent valved 
communication with a predetermined number 
of motor-pneumatics 7, (these motor-pneu 
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matics are shown in the drawings as key 
striker-actuating pneumatics, but it will be 
understood that they may instead of operat 
ing fingers to strike keys of a musical instru 
ment be actuated to cause the operation of 
other sound-producers,) the latter having op 
erative connection with fingers 8, that are 
caused to actuate the keys 9 of the musical in 
strument-for instance, the keys of a piano 
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the arrangement being such, for example, and 
as is usual wherein atmospheric pressure ad 
mitted through the note-perforations of the 
music-sheet, the ducts of the tracker-board, and 
the conduits to the action-box, so disposes the 
controlling-valves of the motor-pneumatics 
that the latter are in a state to be exhausted 
of their contained air, by which exhaustion 
they are collapsed, and in collapsing cause 
their respective key-actuating fingers to op 
erate. 
The action-box6 has communication—such, 

for instance, as illustrated at 10 in the draw 
ings--with a chamber 11, communicating by 
a port 12 with a chamber 13, common to all 
the motor-pneumatics and which, as shown, is 
within and common to all the passages of a 
grid-like box or casing 14, interposed in the 
operative circuit between the motor -pneu 
matics and the hereinafter-described exhaust 
ers and as best shown connectedly in Figs. 1 
and 5 of the drawings and diagrammatically 
in Fig. 8, in which diagrammatic view the 
pipes P are used arbitrarily to illustrate the 
communication between the passages of the 
bOX or casing 14 and the exhausters. 
A Series of passages 15, (see Figs. 2, 4, 5, 

and 8,) equal in number with the selectively 
Operable exhausters next referred to, lead 
from this common chamber 13 through the 
grid-like gate box or casing to a correspond 
ing series of independent conduits 16, which 
lead to and into the several independent se 
lectively-operable exhausters 17, which in the 
illustrated example of my invention are of the 
usual bellows form. The passage 15" from the 
said grid-like box or casing to what is here 
inafter designated the main or control 
ling ' exhauster 18 consists in part of a vacu 
um or what is commonly termed a wind 
chest 19. This vacuum or wind chest com 
municates by valved ports 20 of any usual or 
known arrangement and construction with 
the usual vacuum - maintaining device or 
pumps 21. 
The main exhauster 18 of the Series is, as 

shown, permanently in communication with 
the vacuum or wind chest 19 and that passage 
15" in the gate box or casing which forms 
part of the circuit from the motor-pneumatics 
or action-box 6 to said main or controlling ex 
hauster is normally open, so that normally 
this exhauster is the active one-that is to say, 
the One which will operate unless the per 
former wills otherwise. The supplemental 
exhausters 17 of the series are normally cut 
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out of circuit by means of the Selecting-gate, 
which normally is adjusted to close the corre 
sponding passages 15 through said gate box 
or casing and normally are also cut off from 
communication with the vacuum or wind chest 
19 by means of valves 22, that close the pas 
sages 23, through which communication of the 
supplemental exhausters with the vacuum or 
wind chest is established. . So normally they 
are not under the exhausting or collapsing in 
fluence of the vacuum in the chest 19 or the 
action of the main or controlling exhauster 18, 
but are free when brought into circuit by 
manipulation of the Selecting-gate to expand 
under the influence of hereinafter-referred-to 
appurtenant tension - imparting devices or 
springs and exhaust the motor-pneumatic in 
the circuit of action with the appropriate pre 
determined degree of tension or force. The 
valves 22 are operated by the movement of 
the movable element of the respective Supple 
mental exhausters and preferably and as 
shown are of the following arrangement: The 
mouths of the passages 23, by which the said 
supplemental exhausters communicate with 
the wind or vacuum chest, are disposed with 
in said exhausters and are formed in suitable 
blocks 24 or otherwise. The valves 22 are 
pivoted at one end to these blocks and are 
connected at their free ends with the movable 
element of said exhausters by means of rod 
and-button connections 25, whereby they are 
caused to open and close the passages to the 
wind or vacuum chest, according to the direc 
tion of movement of the said movable ele 
ment of the exhausters, as in expanding or 
collapsing. These valves, as shown at 26, are 
spring-pressed against the face of the blocks 
24 to close the mouths of said passages air 
tight. 
The passages 15 through the grid-like gate 

box or casing are selectively opened or closed 
by means of a selecting-gate 27, provided 
with ports 28, so disposed in the gate that 
when one of the ports is opened the others 
are closed. It will be observed that in the 
drawings but two ports 28 are shown. In 
this embodiment of the gate, however, to which 
detail the invention is not restricted, the gate 
is so proportioned that when adjusted to one 
extreme or the other one of the end passages 
will be open and the other closed. This gate 
may be moved by the performer by means of 
any suitable manipulating mechanism, a pref 
erable and novel though not exclusive ar 
rangement being illustrated in the drawings 
and consisting of a rod 29, connected by a 
link 30 with a crank-arm 31 of a rock-shaft 
32, suitably mounted in any desired manner. 
The rock-shaft, 32 is also provided with a crank 
arm 33, connected by a link 34 with a piv 
oted operating-handle 35, movable in a slot 
36 in the casing of the instrument, with its 
handle 37 exposed and in convenient position 
for manipulation by the performer. The Op 
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erating-handle is normally held in position to 
maintain the selecting-valve in that position 
which opens the passage 15" in the gate box 
or casing to establish communication between 
the motor-pneumatics and the main or con 
trolling exhauster 18 by means of a spring 
38. The operating-handle may by the per 
former be so moved that it will open selec 
tively either of the passages 15 through the 
gate box or casing, bringing into circuit the 
Selected exhauster and closing the passages of 
the other exhausters. As shown, the operat 
ing-handle is movable in front of a scale S, 
provided with suitable indicia—such, for in 
stance, as “PP,' 'P, MF, and “F- 
tO designate, respectively, pianissimo, piano, 
meZZO-forte, and forte. By moving the op 
erating-handle until it comes opposite the 
designation MF' on the scale the selecting 
valve will be moved to open communication 
with that supplemental exhauster which in 
the example of my invention shown in the 
drawings operates to impart a mezzo-forte 
touch to the key-actuating fingers, and by 
moving it opposite the designation 'P' that 
exhauster which operates to impart a piano 
touch to the key-actuating fingers is brought 
into operation, and likewise the exhauster 
which causes the fingers to actuate the keys 
of the pianissimo touch is brought into op 
eration when the handle 35 is moved opposite 
the designation PP.” Said handle is nor 
mally maintained by the spring 38, as before 
stated, in position opposite the designation 
'F' of the scale, in which position thereof 
the main or controlling exhauster 18 is in cir 
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cuit to cause the key-actuating fingers to im 
part a forte touch. Of course the indicia of 
the scale may be varied or added to, accord 
ing to the make-up of the machine in respect 
of the number of supplemental exhausters 
embodied therein. The exhausters so inter 
posed between the motor-pneumatics and the 
pumps or vacuum-maintaining device, as de 
Scribed, are of different tension, the difference 
in tension being obtained in the example of 
my invention illustrated by means of springs 
17" and 18", of any suitable description, ar 
ranged within said exhausters, normally tend 
ing and Operating when free so to do to ex 
pand them. 

I have illustrated a series of four exhaust 
ers of different tension, the main or control. 
ling exhauster being provided, for instance, 
With two Springs each having a fourteen 
pound tension or pull, the supplemental ex 
hausters being provided, respectively, for ex 
ample, one with two springs each of six 
pound tension or pull, the second with a 
Spring of seven-pound tension or pull, and 
the third with a spring of six-pound tension 
or pull. Additional supplemental exhausters 
may be employed, if desired, to obtain de 
grees of expression other than those referred 
to, if desired, and such will be merely an ex 

3. 

tension of the principle of my invention. The 
result of the provision of this series of selec 
tively-operable exhausters of different tension 
is, speaking with reference to the particular 
embodiment of the invention shown in the 
drawings, that the pressure or stroke of the 
key-actuating fingers may be regulated to im 
part a maximum force or pressure, or a mini 
mum pressure or stroke, or a pressure or 
stroke of intermediate force, dependent upon 
which of the selectively-operable exhausters is 
brought into operation by manipulation of the 
selecting-gate. 

For the purpose of illustration let it be sup 
posed that a particular piece of music, perfo 
rated in the music-sheet, requires that some 
particular part thereof be played pianissimo. 
The performer being guided by his knowl 
edge of the piece of music or in the exercise 
of his individual interpretation thereof or by 
means of well-known indicators with which 
music-sheets are provided will by manipu 
lation of the selecting-gate cause a port there 
of to register with that passage in the grid 
like gate box or casing that connects the cham 
ber 13 with the passage 15, leading to and 
communicating with the exhauster of least 
tension, bringing said exhauster into opera 
tive circuit from the key - pneumatic to the 
pumps and at the same time cutting out all 
other exhausters. Now when a perforation 
in the music-sheet passes one of the ducts in 
the tracker-board atmospheric pressure is ad 
mitted through said duct and the correspond 
ing conduit 5 to the action-box 6, whereby in 
the well-known or any suitable way the valves 
controlling the corresponding key-pneumatic 
are so disposed that the said pneumatic is in 
proper state to be exhausted. The exhauster 
of least tension which is operatively in circuit 
thereupon acts and exhausts or collapses the 
key-pneumatic, exerting a tension or pull of, 
Say, six pounds in So doing and causing the key 
actuating finger to actuate the key of the mu 
sical instrument with a soft, light, or pianis 
simo touch. The operation of exhausting the 
pneumatic described is of course accomplished 
with great rapidity and when my invention 
is embodied in a machine organized as par 
ticularly shown by an expanding movement 
of the exhauster less than its full capacity of 
expansion. In the pneumatic exhausting or ex 
panding movement of the exhauster the mova 
ble element thereof opens the valve 22 just at 
the time the exhaustion or collapsing of the 
key pneumatic has been accomplished, thus 
placing Said exhauster in communication with 
the vacuum or wind chest 19 and the high-ten 
sion main or controlling exhauster, whereupon 
said exhauster is itself immediately exhausted, 
and in collapsing the valve 22 closes the pas 
sage to the wind-chest and the said exhauster 
is in condition for further operation when 
called upon. Precisely the same operation 

| takes place when either of the other supple 
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mental exhausters are selected or brought into 
the circuit by manipulation of the selecting 
gate, except that the action of such other sup 
plemental exhausters is, according to the ten 
sional value thereof, exerted with greater ten 
sion or pull, causing the key-actuating fingers 
to perform their function with a more force 
ful touch to cause the piano or forte or other 
expression, according to which thereof is 
brought into operation. 

It will be understood, of course, that the ac 
tion of the main exhauster is similar to that 
of the Supplemental exhausters, except that it 
produces a greater pull or tension on the key 
pneumatics and causes a louder or fortissimo 
touch of the fingers upon the keys of the in 
strument. The main exhauster is, as stated 
above, normally in circuit and will normally 
act, but may be cut out and its place taken by 
One of the Supplemental exhausters at the will 
of the performer. 

I consider it preferable to provide what has 
been hereintermed a main” or 'controlling 
exhauster, which is always in communication 
with the pumps or vacuum-maintainer, as it 
constitutes, as it were, a reservoir, which with 
out any possibility of hesitation collapses the 
Supplemental exhausters. In the broader as 
pects of the invention, however, the control 
ling character of this exhauster is not abso 
lutely essential, because the pumps or vacuum 
maintaining device of the apparatus will act 
to exhaust such supplemental exhausters. I 
have found, however, that it is preferable, 
though not absolutely essential, that a main or 
controlling exhauster such as above described 
be utilized, as it acts instantaneously and 
always to collapse the supplemental exhaust 
ers when they have performed their functions. 
The regulating means, however, of my inven 
tion will be operative if this so-called 'main' 
or 'controlling” exhauster had communica 
tion with the vacuum or wind chest 19 in the 
same manner as what are termed the supple 
mental’ exhausters, in which arrangement the 
pumps or vacuum-maintainer would operate 
to exhaust and collapse each of the series of 
exhausters forming the subject of my inven 
tion. 

In the foregoing description and in the 
claims appended hereto I use the term 'se 
ries’ as comprehending a number of exhaust 
ers greater than two. 

According to my invention each of the se 
ries of exhausters is in communication with 
all of the Series of motor-pneumatics, the com 
munication of each of said exhausters with 
the series of motor-pneumatics is independent 
of the communication of the others of said ex 
hausters there with, and means are provided 
for selectively cutting part of said exhausters 
into and the others out of operation, to the 
end that any note either in the treble or bass 
or any other subdivision of Scale may be ac 
centuated, and the same accentuation in any 
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degree of force may be imparted to simulta 
neously-played notes in any or all subdivi 
sions of scale. 

It will be observed that one, though by no 
means the only characteristic of my invention, 
and to which characteristic in other respects 
the invention is not restricted, is that the ex 
hausters are independent each of the other and 
that the selective mechanism for cutting into 
and out of operation such exhausters is of such 
character that when one exhauster is brought 
into operation the others are cut out. 
The rewinding-gate is designated by the ref 

erence-numeral 39. It is movably disposed in 
the grid-like gate-box or casing 14 and is pro 
vided with ports 40, which while the piece of 
music is being played are adjusted into reg 
ister with the passages 15 15" in said box or 
casing, so that any One of Said passages may be 
by adjustment of the selecting-gate opened. 
When, however, it is desired to rewind the 
music-sheet, it will not ordinarily be desired 
that the instrument operate, and the rewind 
ing-gate may be adjusted to close all the pas 
sages through the gate-box or casing, thus 
cutting out all operation of the exhausters. 
A convenient manner of manipulating the 

rewinding-gate is shown in the drawings and 
consists of mechanism similar to that herein 
before described in connection with the Se 
lecting-gate—that is to say, the rewinding 
gate is connected by a rod 41 and a link 42 
with a crank-arm 43 to a rock-shaft 44. A 
second crank-arm 45 on the rock-shaft is pro 
vided, being connected with a link46, to which 
a pivoted operating-handle 47 is connected. 

Having thus described my invention, what 
I claim is 

1. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics and a 
chamber common to all of Said pneumatics, of 
a series of exhausters of different tension hav 
ing independent communication with Said 
chamber, and means for selectively cutting 
part of said exhausters into and the other's out 
of circuit with all the motor-pneumatics. 

2. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics and a 
chamber common to all of said pneumatics, of 
a series of exhausters of different tension hav 
ing independent communication with Said 
chamber, and manually-operable means for Se 
lectively cutting part of said exhausters into 
and the others out of circuit with all the mo 
tor-pneumatics. 

3. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics and a 
chamber common to all of said pneumatics, of 
a series of exhausters of different tension hav 
ing independent communication with Said 
chamber, and means comprising a gate to con 
trol such communication and adapted to be 
operated to selectively open and close.com 
munication between each of Said exhauster's 
and said pneumatics. 
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4. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics and a 
chamber common to all of said pneumatics, of 
a series of exhausters of different tension, a 
valve-box located in the circuit of communi 
cation between said pneumatics and said ex 
hausters and provided with a series of inde 
pendent passages leading to said exhausters 
and to said chamber, and means comprising 
a gate in said valve-box to selectively open 
and close said passages. 

5. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics and a 
chamber common to all of said pneumatics, of 
a series of exhausters of different tension, hav 
ing independent communication with said 
chamber, means comprising a gate to select 
ively open and close communication of each 
of Said exhausters with said pneumatics, and 
a vacuum-maintainer in communication with 
said exhausters. 

6. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics and a 
chamber common to all of said pneumatics, of 
a series of exhausters of different tension com 
prising a main or controlling exhauster, said 
series of exhausters having independent com 
munication with said chamber, and means for 
selectively cutting part of said exhausters into 
and the others out of circuit with said motor 
pneumatics. 

7. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics and a 
chamber common to all of said pneumatics, of 
a series of exhausters of different tension com 
prising a main or controlling exhauster, said 
series of exhausters having independent com 
munication with said chamber, and manually 
operable means for selectively cutting part 
of said exhausters into and the others out of 
circuit with said motor-pneumatics. 

8. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics and a 
chamber common to all of said pneumatics, of 
a series of exhausters of different tension com 
prising a main or controlling exhauster, said 
series of exhausters having independent com 
munication with said chamber, and meanscom 
prising a gate to selectively cut part of Said 
exhausters into and others out of communi 
cation with said pneumatics. 

9. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics, a cham 
ber common to all of said pneumatics, and a 
vacuum-maintainer, of a series of exhausters 
of different tension having independent com 
munication with said chamber and with said 
vacuum-maintainer, means comprising a gate 
to selectively open and close the communica 
tion of each of said exhausters with said mo 
tor-pneumatics, and valves to control the com 
munication of said exhausters with the vacu 
um-maintainer. 

10. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics, a cham 

5 

ber common to all of said pneumatics, and a 
vacuum-maintainer, of a series of exhausters 
of different tension having independent com 
munication with said chamber and also having 
independent communication with said vacu 
um-maintainer, means comprising a gate to 
selectively open and close the communication 
of each of said exhausters with the motor 
pneumatics, and valves located in said ex 
hausters to control the communication of the 
latter with the vacuum-maintainer. 

11. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics, a cham 
ber common to all of said pneumatics, and a 
vacuum-maintainer, of a series of exhausters 
of different tension having independent com 
munication with said chamber, and also having 
independent communication with said vacu 
um-maintainer, means comprising a gate to 
selectively open and close the communication 
of each of said exhausters with the motor 
pneumatics, and valves located in and operated 
by a movable element of said exhausters to 
control the communication of the latter with 
the vacuum-maintainer. 

12. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics, a cham 
ber common to all of said pneumatics, and a 
vacuum-maintainer, of a series of exhauster's 
of different tension having independent com 
munication with said chamber, and compris 
ing a main or controlling exhauster and sup 
plemental exhausters, means comprising a gate 
to selectively open and close the communica 
tion of each of said exhausters with the motor 
pneumatics, and valves to control the com 
munication of the supplemental exhausters 
with the vacuum-maintainer. 

13. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics, a cham 
ber common to all of said pneumatics, and a 
vacuum-maintainer, of a series of exhausters 
of different tension having independent com 
munication with said chamber, means com 
prising a gate to selectively open and close 
the communication of said exhausters with 
said chamber, and a gate to cut the series of 
exhausters out of operation. 

14. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics and a 
chamber common to all of said pneumatics, 
of a series of exhausters of different tension 
having independent communication with said 
chamber, means comprising a gate and a de 
vice connected to and operating said gate to 
selectively cut part of said exhausters into 
and others out of circuit with all the motor 
pneumatics, and a guide-scale coöperating 
with said gate-operating device to guide the 
performer in manipulating the gate. 

15. In a mechanical musical instrument, the 
combination with motor-pneumatics and a 
chamber common to all of said pneumatics, 
of a series of exhausters of different tension 
having independent communication with said 
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chamber, means comprising a gate, and a han 
dle connected to and operating Said gate to 
selectively cut part of said exhaustel's into 
and others out of circuit with all the motor 
pneumatics, and a guide-scale coöperating 
with said handle to guide the performer in 
manipulating the gate. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand in presence of two Subscribing Wit 
heSSS. 

ROBERT W. PAIN. 
Witnesses: 

W. C. MANSFIELD, 
W. H. ALFRING. 

  


